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Abstract. The dates of publication are given for all parts of Ludwig Friedrich von Froriep’s never-
completed 11-volume “Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte” by the Weimar publisher Landes-Industrie-
Comptoir. Because this little-known work published many new nomenclatural acts for both botany
and zoology (especially some of the earliest type designations for many genera), specialists should
examine it in order to analyze the nomenclatural and taxonomic information it contains.

Introduction
In my Litteratura Taxonomica Dipterorum (Evenhuis 1997) I listed an anonymous German natural
history dictionary, the Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte published by the Landes-Industrie-Comptoir
in Weimar, and gave as good a breakdown of published volumes as I could at the time. The infor-
mation presented there was extremely incomplete because at the time I had not personally seen a
copy but had listed the contents and dates based on secondary sources. Since then, I have been able
to examine all 11 volumes (published in 21 parts; the Wörterbuch was never completed) and have
found accurate dates of publication for almost all the volumes. The accurate dates of 19 of the 21
parts published are given. Additionally, authorship of the Wörterbuch is shown to be its coordinator,
Ludwig Friedrich von Froriep (1799–1847). Although not listed by name in any of the volumes of
the Wörterbuch, external sources indicate that he was the one responsible for its coordination, print-
ing, and publication. 

Abbreviations used in this paper
The following abbreviations and shortened titles are used for book, journal and institutional titles
throughout the paper: 

ATGM = Allgemeines Teutsches Garten-Magazin
ICZN = International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
IZEW = Intelligenzblatt der Zeitung für die Elegante Welt
Notizen = Notizen aus dem Gebiete der Natur- und Heilkunde
Wörterbuch = Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte, dem gegenwärtigen Stande der Botanik,

Mineralogie und Zoologie angemessen.

Background
The publishing firm of the Wörterbuch, the Landes-Industrie-Comptoir in Weimar, was begun in
1791 by the publisher Friedrich Johan Justin Bertuch (1747–1822), who by then had been involved
in many other publishing ventures including some books as well as the creation of periodicals such
as the Bilderbuch für Kinder, the Deutsche Merkur [a German analog to the French Mercure de
France published by Charles Panckoucke; see Evenhuis (2003) for more details on this recording
journal], the Journal des Luxus und der Moden, and the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung, the last of
which reviewed contemporary literature and scientific publications. By 1791, with business bur-
geoning, Bertuch realized that he needed to bring all his multifarious enterprises under one umbrel-
la and on 26 March he applied to the Grand Duke for a privilege for his Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,
roughly translatable as “Regional Repository of Industry”. “I ask for no support, no monopoly, no
limitation of any other trading enterprise” he wrote, asking only for the ducal seal of approval of it
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as an institution operating for the common good. “In order to forestall any doubts I declare further-
more that the business of my repository will mainly consist of my existing small publishing house
and art business and that its overriding purpose will be to promote our active trade, to bring in money
for goods sent out from this region, and not to allow more foreign goods to enter the retail markets
here for ready money, thus increasing further our previous passive trade.” Bertuch obtained his
“privilege” and the Repository was established on 19 April (Maxted 2011). 
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Fig. 1. Title page of Volume 1 of the Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte (1825).



The actual start of the publishing company under this business began in 1801 after he applied for a
license to operate his own printing company. That same year his daughter married Ludwig Friedrich
Froriep (1779–1847) [editor of the Weimar-published Notizen aus dem Gebiete der Natur- und
Heilkunde; father of Robert Froriep who edited the Paris-published Bulletin Universel des Sciences
et de l’Industrie]. Froriep specialized in medicine, was the personal physician to the King of
Württemberg, and had a professorship at the University of Jena, which is where he was when
Bertuch called him back to Weimar in 1815. Bertuch’s wife died in 1810 and his son Carl had died
in 1815. Bertuch had no successors to take over his publishing business. Froriep decided to help his
father-in-law and moved his family to Weimar in the spring of 1816.

With the Landes-Industrie-Comptoir under severe financial duress due to the Napoleonic wars,
Froriep wasted no time in bolstering revenues and acquiring printers to come to Weimar and help get
the firm back on track. The firm had specialized for many years on geographical titles and maps and
this continued under Froriep, but an increase in medical and in natural sciences works was seen
under his direction. One of these natural history works was the Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte.

In order to promote more natural history in the firm’s repertoire of publications Froriep
designed a plan to produce a natural history dictionary. The first volume of the Wörterbuch der
Naturgeschichte [Dictionary of Natural History] appeared in 1824, but the hopes of establishing a
completely new dictionary for German readers ultimately failed due to lack of subscribers. Lack of
revenue forced the later volumes (the initial series was published only through the letter “O”) to
essentially to be reduced to just German translations of the same entries found in the contemporane-
ously published French Dictionnaire Classique d’Histoire Naturelle.

Despite falling on hard times and having to resort to publishing translations of previously pub-
lished entries, the Wörterbuch still has much new nomenclatural and taxonomic information in it
including type designations for genera and even full descriptions of obscure or forgotten genera [see
Evenhuis (2012) for notice of the little-known Germar Diptera genus Dicera]. Despite the financial
hardships of the publishing firm, Froriep was still working to produce novel and up-to-date informa-
tion on natural history subjects. 

Because of the new information contained therein, the taxonomic importance of this work
needs to be further investigated by botanists and zoologists. The Diptera genera that were treated and
the type designations found in this work will be treated in a separate work and include type desig-
nations for a number of genus-group names that are earlier than previously recorded. Numerous
other nomenclatural acts exist in the work and specialists should examine it carefully to obtain all
the novel nomenclatural acts that are there.

Unfortunately, Froriep’s leadership of the company did not result in it faring well financially,
which was no doubt a reason for not being able to complete the Wörterbuch (even an attempt to
revise and reprint the first few volumes did not meet with success). He eventually sold the compa-
ny in 1845.

Authorship of the Wörterbuch

Although it is clear from external evidence that Froriep was the person responsible for coordinating
this project, none of the demi-volumes of the Wörterbuch issued has the name of anyone responsi-
ble for the specific entries contained therein. This was not uncommon for dictionaries of the time,
which were usually coordinated by publishers who gathered specialists to write entries and the pub-
lisher was thus essentially the “author” or “editor” of the entire work.

However, a paragraph in the Nachricht of the first part of volume 1 states: “Es haben Herr Prof.
Bernhardi, Ober-Medicinalrath v. Froriep und Herr Hofrath Oken ihre regelmässige Teilnahme,
zumal durch Revision zugesagt und betätig, und mehrere andere Naturforscher haben ihre Beirat
und Hülfe versprochen.” [Herr Prof. Bernhardi, the Superior Medicine Councilor v. Froriep and Herr
Councilor Oken have promised and put into effect their regular participation, especially by revision,
and several other naturalists have promised their advisement and help.] This indicates that in addi-
tion to Froriep, others took part in many of the entries of the Wörterbuch. However, because there is
no indication in the work as to who was responsible for what, their specific participation cannot be
accurately ascertained. I thus treat Froriep as the inferred author of the entire work. Using
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Recommendation 51D of the ICZN Code (ICZN 1999), Froriep can be considered the author of any
novel nomenclatural acts contained in this Wörterbuch, and his name should be placed in square
brackets, viz., “[Froriep]” to indicate authorship was ascertained through external evidence.

Sources Consulted for Dating
A number of contemporary periodicals listing new books published were consulted for dates of
notice of the Wörterbuch during this study. Entries were often found in the section on books
received, but sometimes advertisements on the wrappers of certain issues of periodicals provided
earlier dating of the demi-volumes as they were issued.

The Landes-Industrie-Comptoir published their own periodicals and a check of these was some-
times, but not always, successful. Either an issue simply failed to list the latest issuance of the
Wörterbuch or the copy consulted might have had this information printed on the wrapper and the
wrapper was not bound with the copy seen.

Periodicals consulted during this study included the Intelligenzblatt der Zeitung für die
Elegante Welt (IZWE) (which recorded issues as received but also sometimes had publisher’s adver-
tisements on the wrappers), Froriep’s Notizen (published by the Landes-Industrie-Comptoir and
which also had advertisements on the wrappers), Allgemeine Teutsches Garten-Magazin (also pub-
lished by the Landes-Industrie-Comptoir), Allgemeiner Typographischer Monats-Bericht für
Teutschlands, Isis (von Oken), Annales der Physik, Augsberger Allgemeine Zeitung, Verzeichniss der
Hinrichs Buchhandlung, Blätter für Literarische Unterhaltung, the Buchmesse catalogs of the
Leipzig Easter and Michaelismesse Book Fairs, and the Literarische Zeitung.

Dating and publication of the Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte
The Wörterbuch was initially planned to be issued in a series of Lieferungen [= demi-volumes] com-
prising text and an atlas of 10 plates for each issue; plus a separately published index of species list-
ed in the text also issued with the demi-volumes. A full description of the project was printed in the
September 1824 issue of the Allgemeiner typographischer Monats-Bericht für Teuchslands (Anony -
mous 1824) [the same description also appeared on the back cover of the wrapper for Froriep’s
Notizen (vol. 7; for April–July of 1824); both descriptions are signed as “Weimar Juni 1824”].
According to these descriptions, initially 12 volumes were anticipated, issued in 24 demi-volumes
and to take an estimated five to six years to complete. However, as with many natural history dic-
tionaries of that time, printing expanded as more entries appeared than had been planned, or those
that were printed were longer than had been anticipated. Subscribership also dwindled and no
Lieferungen were listed for sale at the Leipzig Book fairs after 1833. Eventually, without funds to
continue the project due to paltry subscribers, the project was abandoned in 1837 after the first demi-
volume of the 11th volume appeared, some 13 years after the project started. A short notice dated
October 1837 in the Blätter für Literarische Unterhaltung gives some hints at problems underlying
the issuance of parts of the Wörterbuch:

„Der Druck der folgenden Lieferungen geht so lange in der seitherigen Weise fort, bis wir, aufgemun-
tert durch grössere Zahl von Subskribenten, eine grössere Beschleunigung eintreten lassen können“
[The publication of future parts will continue as in the previous manner until, encouraged by a greater
number of subscribers, we are able to introduce a more rapid speed] (Anonymous, 1837)

An attempt at getting more or different subscribers was attempted in 1837 with advertisements for
revised editions of the first four demi-volumes (physical copies of these have not been traced in this
study), saying that two volumes (4 Lieferungen) had been printed by November 1837 and deliveries
of further ones were to be forthcoming every two months. That attempt must also have failed as no
further demi-volumes are known to have been printed after 1837.

The demi-volumes (Lieferungen) were issued initially with two per year; the first parts of all
demi-volumes were issued without title pages (no wrappers were found during this study) so no year
dates were printed in the announcements of those demi-volumes. Years were printed when the sec-
ond demi-volume was issued, which completed the volume and contained the title page. Dates of
publication of a month or day within a month based on the contemporary literature were found for
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Fig. 2. Sample page from Volume 1 of the Wörterbuch (1825) showing entries, including
the one for the Diptera genus Ascia, where Syrphus podagricus is designated as the type
species, the earliest subsequent designation for that nominal genus.



all demi-volumes issued except Lieferung 17, for which only the year “1833” was found in a listing
of it in 1837.

The atlas plates have been consulted but are not detailed in this study as the organisms depict-
ed on the plates are not new and the plates themselves are, for the most part, those taken from pre-
viously published plates in Bertuch’s Bilderbuch für Kinder and consisted of common species of
plants and animals. The September 1824 description of the Wörterbuch stated that costs for subscrib-
ing could be kept low because no new plates had to be prepared since the publisher had 800 plates
from which to choose that had already been used in Bertuch’s Bilderbuch für Kinder (Anonymous
1824). Each volume that was issued along with plates for the atlas contained an explanation of the
plants and animals figured on each plate, which was checked for any new scientific names.

Table 1. Dating of the Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte
(Date in square brackets is interpolated. See below for explanation of dates of publication.)

Vol. Pt. Contents Pages Plates Printed Date of 
Year Publication

1* 1 Aal–Aphyllanthes 1–288 1–10 — 9 May 1824
1* 2 Aphyllanthes–Birgus 289–560 + [v] 11–20 1825 Jan 1825
2* 1 Birostrites–Caprifolium 1–256 21–30 — 17 May 1825
2* 2 Caprimulgus–Chaixia 257–468 31–40 1825 2 Oct 1825
3 1 Chala–Coenogonium 1–288 41–50 — 15 Apr 1826
3 2 Coenogonium–Crotonopsis 289–560 51–60 1826 19 Sep 1826
4 1 Crotophaga–Diamant 1–288 61–70 — 6 May 1827
4 2 Diamant–Eisenschüssig Kupfergrün 289–580 71–80 1828 13 Dec 1827
5 1 Eisenschwarz–Fallenia 1–288 81–90 — 22 Jul 1828
5 2 Fallopia–Garidella 289–544 — 1829 23 Jun 1829
6 1 Gariofilate–Graphypterus 1–272 — — Jul 1829
6 2 Grappe–Herinaceus 273–512 — 1829 16 Mar 1830
7 1 Herion–Hymenaria 1–256 91–100 — Nov 1830
7 2 Hymenatherum–Justicia 257–512 — 1831 Feb 1831
8 1 Justicia–Kupfercarbonateis 1–256 — — 2 Oct 1831
8 2 Kupfercarbonateis–Lepuropetalon 257–542 — 1832 3 Apr 1832
9 1 Lepus–Lynchnophora 1–256 — — [before 6 Oct] 1833
9 2 Lychnophorites–Mauhlia 257–574 — 1833 6 Oct 1833
10 1 Maulkin–Mollipennes 1–256 — — 12 Apr 1835
10 2 Mollis–Myzostyle 257–582 — 1836 Jul 1836
11 1 Naatsjoni–Oceanides 1–272 — — Nov 1837

* First 4 demi-volumes were advertised as being reprinted in 1837. These were not consulted in this study.

Each Lieferung [= demi-volume] was issued as follows:

[Lieferung 1. Aal–Aphyllanthes]. 9 May 1824.
[Froriep, L.F. von] [1824]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte, dem gegenwärtigen Stande der

Botanik, Mineralogie und Zoologie angemessen. Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar. Pp.
1–288.

REMARKS: The first demi-volume of text and the first 10 plates of the atlas were announced in
the May issue of the ATGM as having been displayed at the Leipzig Easter Book Fair
[which took place on Jubilate Day, three weeks after Easter (18 April 1824)], and started
on 9 May 1824) (Laeven 1992).
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[Lieferung 2. Aphyllanthes–Birgus]. January 1825.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1825. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 289–560 + [iv]. [With title page to entire volume 1 labeled as “Erster Band. A – Bir.
Hierzu die Lieferungen 1 und 2. (Taf. 1–20) des Atlas. 1825”.]

REMARKS: Dated from an advertisement in the January 1825 issue of the Allgemeine
Typographischer Monats-Bericht. Contents of this Lieferung are from the advertisement
in IZEW.

[Lieferung 3. Birostrites–Caprifolium]. 17 May 1825.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1825]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte.... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 1–256.
REMARKS: The first three demi-volumes of the Wörterbuch were issued by June 1825 accord-

ing to Froriep’s second volume of the Notizen, which announced their publication among
other works published by the Landes-Industrie-Comptoir on its back wrapper. However,
an earlier date (17 May 1825) for this third demi-volume was obtained from the IZEW.
This part was reviewed in the August 1825 issue of Isis (Oken).

[Lieferung 4. Caprimulgus–Chaixia]. 2 October 1825.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1825. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 257–468. [With title page to entire volume 2 labeled as “Zweiter Band. Bir–Chai.
Hierzu die Lieferungen 3 und 4. (Taf. 21–40) des Atlas. 1825”.]

REMARKS: The fourth demi-volume [= second part of second volume] was announced by the
publisher in the ATGM and the Annalen der Physik as sold at the Michaelmesse [St.
Michael’s Day] Book Fair in Leipzig in 1825, which took place on the first Sunday after
St. Michael’s Day [= 2 October for 1825] (Laeven, 1992).

[Lieferung 5. Chala–Coenogonium]. 15 April 1826
Landes-Industrie-Comptoir [1826]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–288. 
REMARKS: This first part of volume three was announced by the publisher in the ATGM as being

sold at the Easter Book Fair in Leipzig [= 15 April 1826].

[Lieferung 6. Coenogonium–Crotonopsis]. 19 September 1826.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1826. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoire, Weimar.

Pp. 289–560. [With title page to entire volume 3 labeled as “Dritter Band. Cha–Cro.
Hierzu die Lieferungen 5 und 6. (Taf. 41–60) des Atlas. 1826”.]

REMARKS: This part was dated from its advertisement in IZEW.

[Lieferung 7. Crotophaga–Diamant]. 6 May 1827.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1827]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–288. 
REMARKS: This first part of volume four was announced by the publisher in the ATGM as being

sold at the Easter Book Fair in Leipzig [= 6 May 1827].

[Lieferung 8. Diamant–Eisenschüssig-Kufergrün]. 13 December 1827.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1827. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 289–580. [With title page to entire volume 4 labeled as “Vierter Band. Cro–Eisen.
Hierzu die Lieferungen 7 und 8. (Taf. 61–80) des Atlas. 1828”.]

REMARKS: This part was dated from its advertisement in IZEW.
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[Lieferung 9. Eisenschwarz–Fallenia]. 22 July 1828.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1828]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–288.
REMARKS: This part was dated from its advertisement in IZEW.

[Lieferung 10. Fallopia–Garidella]. 23 June 1829.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1829. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 289–544. [With title page to entire volume 5 labeled as “Fünfter Band.
Eisen–Garidella. Hierzu die Lieferungen 9 (Taf. 81–100) des Atlas. 1829”.]

REMARKS: This part was dated from its advertisement in IZEW.

[Lieferung 11. Gariofilate–Graphypterus]. July 1829.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1829]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–272.
REMARKS: This part was dated from its notice in Isis (Oken); IZEW advertised it in its 4 August

1829 issue.

[Lieferung 12. Grappe–Herinaceus]. 16 March 1830.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1830. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 273–512. [With title page to entire volume 6 labeled as “Sechster Band.
Gariofilate–Herinaceus. 1830”.]

REMARKS: This part was dated from its advertisement in IZEW.

[Lieferung 13. Herion–Hymenaria]. November 1830.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1830]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–288.
REMARKS: This part was dated from the date of its advertisement in Isis (Oken).

[Lieferung 14. Hymenatherum–Justicia]. February 1831.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1831. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte .... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 289–560. [With title page to entire volume 7 labeled as “Siebenter Band.
Herion–Justicia. Hierzu die Lieferungen 10 (Taf. 91–100) des Atlas. 1831”.]

REMARKS: This part was dated from the date of its advertisement in Isis (Oken); IZEW adver-
tised it is its 7 June 1831 issue.

[Lieferung 15. Justicia–Kupfercarbonateis]. 2 October 1831.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1831]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–256.
REMARKS: This part was dated from its listing as for sale in the Buchmesse of the Leipzig

Michaelmesse Fair, which started on this date.

[Lieferung 16. Kupfercarbonateis–Lepuropetalon]. 3 April 1832.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1832. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 257–542. [With title page to entire volume 8 labeled as “Achter Band.
Justicia–Lepuropetalon. 1832”.]

REMARKS: This part was dated from its advertisement in IZEW. The full volume 8 was reviewed
in the April 1834 issue of Isis (Oken).

[Lieferung 17. Lepus–Lynchnophora]. Before 6 October 1833.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1833]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–256.
REMARKS: There is no date printed on this Lieferung. The only date found for it is the “1833”

listed in the Medicinisch Schriftsteller-Lexicon in 1837. It is presumed to have been issued
prior to Lfg. 19, which came out on 6 October 1833.
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[Lieferung 18. Lychnophorites–Mauhlia]. 6 October 1833.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1833. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 257–574. [With title page to entire volume 9 labeled as “Neunter Band.
Lepus–Mauhlia. 1833”.]

REMARKS: Advertised as for sale the Michelmesse Book Fair in Leipzig, which started on 6
October 1833.

[Lieferung 19. Maulkin–Mollipennes]. 12 April 1835.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1835]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–256.
REMARKS: Dated from the Augsburg Allgemeines Zeitung.

[Lieferung 20. Mollis–Myzostyle]. July 1836.
[Froriep, L.F. von] 1836. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir, Weimar.

Pp. 257–582. [With title page to entire volume 10 labeled as “Zehnter Band.
Maulin–Myzostyle. 1836”.]

REMARKS: Dated from its notice in Isis (Oken).

[Lieferung 21. Naatsjoni–Oceanides]. November 1837.
[Froriep, L.F. von]  [1837]. Wörterbuch der Naturgeschichte ..... Landes-Industrie-Comptoir,

Weimar. Pp. 1–272.
REMARKS: Dated from the Blätter für Literarische Unterhaltung; also noticed in the November

1837 issue of Isis (Oken).
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